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��ើ�ម�យគំរូ �ើម��ី�ៀនពីរ�ៀប
��ើ�យ�អ�ក���ត!

Follow Yey Komru to learn how to make your kids smart!



���ង���ត �ង��នឹង�បូ៊���ង���ត �ង��នឹង�បូ៊



�យគំរូ និ�យ�អ�ក���វ���ង
ស���ត���របស់អ�ក�មួយនឹង
�ប៊ូ មុន��ល���ំចំណី��រ និង
���យ��លពួក��ប���បង់រួច។

Yey Komru says you must always wash your children’s hands with soap before they eat and after they defecate.





�ើអ�កមិន�ងស���ត���នឹង
�ប៊ូ�� �ល់អ�ី��ល�ៗអ�កប៉ះ�ន
���គ �ើយ��ចប៉ះ�ល់ដល់
ខួរក��លរបស់�ៗរបស់អ�ក�ន។

If you don’t do this, everything they touch has germs you cannot see which can affect their brain.



ចង់���យ� �យគំរូ?ចង់���យ� �យគំរូ?



�ើងដឹង��ពិ�ក ប៉ុ����យគំរូ
នឹងប���ញអ�កពីរ�ៀប�យៗ �ើម��ី
���កដ��ៗអ�ក�ងស���ត��
នឹង�ប៊ូ។

We know it’s hard but Yay Komru will show you easy steps to make sure your children always wash their hands with soap.





�ៀបចំក���ង�ងស���ត�� ��ល
�ន�ប៊ូ ទឹកស���ប់�យ���ង 
��ើ���ស់ ��ល�����រពួក�� 
�ើយពួក���ច�ងដល់។

Set up a handwashing area with clean water and soap for your children to use that is easy for them to reach.





យក��ក���ង�ងស���ត�� 
និងប���ញពួក���យ��ះពីរ�ៀប
�ងស���ត��នឹង�ប៊ូ។

Take them to the handwashing area and show them how to wash their hands with soap.





រ�លឹកពួក���យ�ងស���ត��នឹង
�ប៊ូ មុន ��ល���ំចំណី��រ។ 
មិន��ន��មុន��ល�យមួយមុខ�� 
គឺ��ប់��ល���ំចំណី��រ
�ំងអស់។ 
Remind them to wash their hands with soap before they eat anything, not just before meals, but also before eating snacks.





រ�លឹកពួក���យ�ងស���ត��នឹង
�ប៊ូ ���យ��លប���បង់រួច។

Remind them to wash their hands with soap after they defecate.





ឧស��ហ៍���ប់�ៗ� ពួក��នឹង
���យ����ង���ត �ើម��ីជំរុញ�យ
ពួក���ងស���ត��នឹង�ប៊ូ។

To convince them to wash their hands with soap regularly, tell them they can be just like the Khmeng Chhlat. 





សរ�ើរ�ៗ �ល់��ល��លពួក��  
�ន�ងស���ត��នឹង�បូ៊ មុន��ល 
���ំចំណី��រ និង���យ��ល
ប���បង់។ 

Praise them every time they wash their hands with soap before they eat everything and after they defecate.





អ�ក�ចនិ�យ� "����ត�ស់!" 
ឬ "�គឺ����ង���ត!"។

You can say "You’re so smart!" or "You are like a Kmeng Chhlat!"





���វ�ំ�អ�ក�ល់����ក��ងផ�ះ ក៏�ច
��ករ���កកិច��រ��ះ�ន �ើម��ីជួយ
�យ�ៗរបស់អ�ក�យ��ួលក��ង
�រ�ង�� និង���យ����ង���ត។

Remember everyone in the house can share tasks to make it easy for your children to wash hands with soap and become smart kids.





�ើអ�ក��ើ�មជំ�ន�ំង��ះ �ៗ
របស់អ�កនឹង�នខួរក��លល� ���ត�� 
និង�នជីវ�តល����ើរ។

If you follow these steps, you can help your children have a good brain, become smart and have a better life.



អ�កក៏�ច��ើ�ន!
ខ���ំច��ើ�ន



�ើ�យគំរូ�ច��ើ�ន អ�កក៏�ច��ើ
�ន��រ!

If Yey Komru can do it, you can do it too!





��ល�ធំ�ើង �ើយ�គជ័យ�
��លអ�គត ពួក��នឹងដឹងគុណ
�យមិន�ន។

When they're successful, they'll be so thankful to you.

Who wants to be Yey Komru?

�ើនរ���ខ�ះចង់���យ��យគំរូ?






